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Addcss RWy to: Post Offc". Box 767
Chicago. Illinois 60690

October 15, 198A

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Byron Generating Station Units 1 and 2
Braidwood Generating Station Units 1 and 2
Fire Protection
NRC Docket Nos. 50-454/455 and 50-456/457

Reference (a): October 11, 1984 letter from D. L. Farrar
to H. R. Denton.

Dear Denton:

This is to provide additional information regarding fire
protection at Byron and Braidwood stations which addresses questions from
the Auxiliary Systems Branch. This supplements the information pro, ided
in reference (a). Enclosed with this letter are a rovised page 2.4-29 of
he Fire Protection Report and a revJsed response to FSAR question 10.65.
hese pages will be incorporated into the Fire Protection Report and the

FSAR in the next amendment.

ASB has requested an explanation of why the CRDM exhaust fans
are not included in the safe shutdown equipment list, since an emergency
operating procedure for natural circulation cooldown which was provided
to the Staff includes a step f'r starting these fans. These fans improve
reactor vessel head cooling when they are operating, and thus they help
to orevent the formation of a steam bubble in this region. This increases
the Zooldown rate which is attainable under these circumstances. Without
these fans running, natural circulation cooldown can still be achieved
and the primary system can still be safely cooled down. Thus, there is
no safety significance if these fans are not available, and they are
therefore not included on the safe shutdown equipment list.

The ASB also had a concern about the simultaneous opening of two
steam generator PORV's. This condition has previously been analyzed and
is discussed in the response to FSAR Question 31.42. As described, the
results of this condition are less severe than the main steam line break
accident analyzed in Section 15.1.5 of the FSAR, and are bounded by that
event. Furthermore, the main steam line break was analyred both with and
without offsite power available, dnd included the most I hirting single
failure in ESF systems. This is more restrictive than post-fire
conditions, which include loss of offsite power but does not postulate
any single failurcs. Furthermore, the safe shutdown analysis demonstrated
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H. R. Denton -2 - October 15, 1984

that at least one train of safe shutdown equipment remains available
following a fire in any fire zone. Thus the FSAR analysis of a main steam
line break in Section 15.1.5 will bound the simultaneous opening of two
steam generator PORV's coincident with a fire in any fire zone of the
plant.

The ASB also identified a concern with the analysis provided In
Section 2.4.3 of the Fire Protection Report of spurious operation of the
pressurizer PORV's. In response to this concern, the analysis Is being
revised. The applicant commits to either prevent or mitigate the spurious
operation equipment of these components by one of the following means: 1)
the equipment will be isolated from the fire areas of concern prior to
the occurrence of a fire; or 2) art electrical isolation device will be
added to prevent spurious operation; or 3) a means to detect any spurious
operation and procedures to defeat the spurious operation will be
provided. The method to be utilized will be chosen and fully implemented
prior to exceeding 5X power.

Please address questions regarding this matter to this office.

Very truly yours,

T. R. Tramm
Nuclear Licensing Administrator

lm
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In summary, all instrumentation which might be lost as a result
of a fire in this fire zone has either redundant channels of
the same instruments or diverse instruments which provide equivalent
information to the operators which remain available in the control
room or elsewhere. All essential equipment which is controlled
from these panels can be controlled from other locations should
controls in this room be damaged by a fire.

2.4.2.47 Auxiliary Building Elevation 401 feet 0 inch (Fire
Zone 11.5-0)

Safe shutdown equipment located in this zone and safe shutdown
power, control, and instrumentation cables routed through this
zone are listed in Table 2.4-56.

Power and/or control cables for the following safe shutdown equipment
are routed through this zone: MCC13lXl, MCCl3)X2, -MCCl31X3,
MCCl3lX4, MCC132XI, MCC]32X3, and MCC132X5; auxiliary feedwater
pumps 1A and lB and auxiliaries; component cooling pumps "0",
1A, and !B; centrifugal charging pumps IA and IB and auxiliaries;
centrifugal charging pump 1A and IB cubicle coolers; essential
service water pumps 1A and IB and cubicle coolers; and diesel
oil transfer pumps IA, IB, and 1D. This has been identified
as a deviation from Appendix R guidelines and is discussed and
justified in Subsection A5.8.19. Since resolution of this deviation
involved providing a fire barrier only for power cables for Division 11
equipment, the Division 11 pumps and coolers would be operated
locally from the switchgear and motor control centers, because
control cables for these components are also routed through this
zone.

Control cables for essential service water cooling tower fans
OA, OB, and OF are routed through this zone; however, these fans
can be operated from their respective switchgear. Control cables
for main steam atmospheric relief valves are routed through this
zone, however, these valves can be operated locally using hand
pumps located in the main steam pipe tunnel.

Instrumentation cables for all reactor coolant wide range hot
leg hTD's and all incore thermocouples are routed through this
zone. As indicated In Subsection 2.4.2.21, dual element RTD's
will be provided, and the cables for these RTD's will be routed
such that loss of all indication will not occur in the event
of a fire in this zone. However, this modification will not
be completed prior to fuel lcad. Therefore, until the new panel
is installed, the operators will utilize Train B of the heated
junction thermocouples (Reactor Vessel Level) for inference of
reactor coolant hot leg temperature. Cables for this instrument
are independent of this zone.

The reactor vessel level instrumentation is d-cri'•.?i in detail
in a June 7, 1982 letter (Tramm to Denton, "Detection of Inadequate
Core Cooling"). The physical location of the thermocouples within
the reactor vessel demonstrates that the temperatures of the
unheated junction thermocouples will be the same as the core
exit thermocouples.
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QUESTION 010.65

'The response to Question 10.55 provide- by Amendment
39, regarding operator response to plant transients
caused by fire-induced spurious operation of equipment
does not provide sufficient detail. For each fire area,
identify the plant transients that could be initiated
by fire-induced spurious operation of equipment. Identify
the instrumentation available to the operator to assess
the transient and necessary corrective actions to be
taken. Identify how the corrective actions would be
integrated into the shutdown actions identified for
Question 10.64.0

F•SPONSE

Valves are the only plant equipment considered subject to
spurious operation, as a result of a fire, which could impact
the safe shutdown capability of the plant. Spurious starting
of pumps due to a fire is not considered because there is
no adverse safety impact of a pump starting.

An analysis has been performed to identify those valves
which are subject to spurious actuation due to a fire and
could impact safe shutdown capability.

Assumptions

The assumptions made in performing the analysis were as
follows:

a. Appendix R definitions of safe shutdown c-pability
were used;

b. Fire occurs in only one fire zone -f the plant;

c. All safe shutdown equipment which could be disabled
by a fire in this fire zone is disabled and is thus
not available for mitigation of the spurious operation.

Additionally, all circuits with cables in the fire
zone are assumed to be disabled, and no credit is
taken for automatic functions initiated by these
circuits.

d. Spurious actL tion of a valve results from hot short

or open to power or control cables;

o Only one spurious actuaLion occurs ::.-: "in'.c' fire;

f. Spurious actuation plus failure of identical redundant
components were not considered because separation
of redundant equipment is addressed in Section 2.4
of the Fire Protection Report; and
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g. Valves with power locked out were not considered
because a hot short of the control cables would
not. uause actuation.

System Review

Each plant system's piping and instrumentation diagram was
reviewed to determine the effect of the w:orst case single
spurious valve actuation. (Pressurizer PORV's, block valves,
and RHR suction valves have been addressed in Subsection
1.4.3 of the Fire Protection Report.)

As a result of the system review, 17 valves were identified
whose fire-induced actuation could affect safe shutdown
capability of the plant. These valves are as follows:

a. Auxiliary feelwater pump discharge test valves IA?004A
and IAF004B; spurious operation closes valve A (B)
and results in loss of AFW tr3in A(B) flow.

b. Fire protection system containment isolation valves
IFP010 and IFP011; spurious operation closes either
valve and results in loss of water supply for hose
stations inside containment.

c. Essential service cooling towi- hot water bypass
valves OSXIC2A, OSXI62B, OSX162C, and OSXI62D; spurious
operation opens valves A cr C (B or D) resulting
in reduced cooling of essential service water train
A (B).

d. Essential service water pump suction valves lSXOOlA
and ISX001B; spurious operation closes valve A(-)
resulting in loss of ESW train A(B).

e. RCFC essential service water inlet valves ISX016A and
-1SX016B; spurious operation closes valve A(B) resulting
in loss of RCFC train A(B).

f. RCFC essential service water outlet valves 1SX027A and
lSX027B; spurious operation closes valve A(B) resulti.ng
in loss of RCFC train A(B).

g, Motor-driven auxiliary feedwater puTp oil cooler
outlet valve lSXl01A; spurious operation closes
valve resulting in loss of lube oil cooling.

h, Suction valve 1SX173 for engine-driven cooling water
pump for diesel driven auxiliary feedwater pump;
spurious operation closes valve resulting in loss
of oil and pu-p cubicle cooling.

010.65-2
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i. Diesel-driven auxiliary feedwater pump cooler outlet

valve ISX178; spurious operation closes valve resulting
in loss of oil and pump cubicle cooling.

Table Q10.65-1 lists the cables required for each of the
above valves and Table 010.65-2 gives the cable routing
by fire zone for these valves. (Cable listings and routings
for valves OSXI62C and OSX162D are not given since these
are Unit 2 valves.

However, the evaluation which follows addresses these valves
as well as the Unit I valves OSX162A and OSXl62B.)

Evaluation

The cable routings for the 17 valves listed above (except
lFPOlO and IFI:ll) were reviewed against the cable routings
for other safe shutdown components to determine if a single
fire could result in a spurious valve actuation and a simul-
taneous loss of function of redundant safe shutdown components
such that safe shutdown capability would be impaired. The
results of this review are given in Table Q01.65-3 which
is a tabulation of the fire zones for which safe shutdown
capability could be impaired. Valves lFPO1O and lFPOl0
were not reviewed in the above manner since the spurious
actuation alone results in the worst case effect on safe
shutdown capability. Fire zones in which a fire could cause
spurious operation of these valves are those zones listed
in Table Q01.65-2.

Disposition of Results

As shown in Tables Q00.C -2 and Q01.65-3, there are numerous
fire zones for which spurious actuation of any of the 17
valves identified previously due to a single fire could affect
the safe shutdown capability of the plant. The following
discussion addresses the actions that will be taken in regard
to these valves.

a. Valve$ 1AF004A and IAF004B

These .valves are located in the auxiliary building
general area on Elevation 383 feet 0 inch, Fire Zone
11.4-0. Following a spurious operation of one of
these valves for a fire in another fire zone, the
valves would be accessible for manual operation. Thus,
only a fire in Fire Zone 11.4-0 is of concern. However,
a fire in Fire Zone 11.4-0 is acceptable for the following
reason. These valves are air-operated valves. They t.c

\ normally open and fail in thC open ::csitiun. Instrument
air is used to apply pre-s.•ur-- on t:-e :,'i .ghram to hold t:i
valve closed against the force of the spring which norn:.-.lly

Q10.65-3
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holds the valve open. Following a fire in Fire
Zone 11.4-0 which causes the simultaneous gourious
operation of one of these valves and the loss of
the opposite division AFW pump, all auxiliary feed-
water flow would be lost-. However, the simultaneous
loss-of-offsite-power event also results in loss
of power to the instrument air compressors. Since
a continuous demand for instrument air exists, the
air pressure of the instrument air system will quickly
bleed off, and the lAFOO'.A/B valve will automatically
open, and auxiliary feedwater flow will be restored.
No operator action will be required to achieve this.
The effects of the spurious operation automatically
will be mitigated. For the case where offsite pow-er
remains available coincident with a fire, the plant
would remain in operation, and the auxiliary feed-
water system would not be required. Thus, a spurious
operation of either of these valves would not be
of concern when offsite power remains avail-ble.

b. Valves IFP010 and IFP011

These valves are normally open energized valves,
thus they fail closed on loss of power. The fire
protection line served by these valves is only required
in the event of a fire inside contain1 ment. The
cables for outboard isolation valve IFPOlO are routed
outside containment a:ad, therefore, a fire inside
containment could not spuriously close this valve.
Spurious closure of IkPOO or IFPOI due to a fire
outside containment is not a problem since it would
not be necessary to supply water to hose stations
inside containment.

Since a !ire inside containment could cause spurious
closure of inboard isolation valve lFPOll, this
valve will be replaced with a check valve. The
"check valve is not subject to spurious operation
due to a fire.

c. Valves OSX162A, 0SX162fl, OSX162C, and 0SX162D

Spurious opening of any of these valves would be
detected by a gradual rise in essential service
water temperature. Sufficient time (at least 30
minutes) is available to allow for manual valve
closure. These valves are all located by the essential
service water cooling towers, thus they are not
located in the fire zones in question. They would
be available immediately for manual operations.

d. Valves 1SX001A znd ]SX00r!1

Circuit breakers supplying power to these valves
will be deenergized during normal plant operation.
This will preclude spurious operation of these valvus.
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e. Valves ISX016A, 1SX016B, ISX027A, and 1SX0273

The worst case scenario involving these valves assumes
that a fire in the auxiliary building da.a-es the
power cables to one train of RCFC fans and causes
a spurious closure of either the inlet or outlet
valve for the essential service water supply to
the redundant RCFC train. This would result in
a complete loss of RCFC function until the valve
could be manually reopened. Instru.entation available
to the operator to determine that this situation
exists includes containment tempc_,ature indication
and RCFC status indication in the nain control room•
It has been verified that the inlet and outlet valves
are accessible for manual operation.

These valves are all located in Fire Zone 11.3-1,
the Unit 1 piping penetration area, which is also
one of the fite zones with redundant cables, as
listed in Table Q01.65-3.

Therefore, a calculation has been performed for
the loss of all RCFC's (conservatively assuming
that the reactor continues to operate at f.-ll power)
to determine if sufficient time (at least 30 minutes)
is available to allow for manual operation prior
to the time at which the containment te=perature
reaches the equipment environmental qualification
temperature (3250 F). The results )f this calcu-
lation show that in 30 minutes the contain-ent temperature
reaches approximately 1700 F, assuming an initial
temperature of 1200 F. It is estiam1ted that the
equipment EQ temperature of 3250 F would be reached
after 31 hours. Therefore, sufficient time is available
to allow for manual operation.

f. Valves lSXI01A, ISX173, and 1SX178

The consequence of the worst case scenario involving
spurious operation of any one of these valves is
a loss of all auxiliary feedwater flow.

Valves 1SX173 and 1SX178 are cooling water valves
to the diesel-driven auxiliary feedwater pu-ip, and
are located in the same room with the diesel engine
and the pump, Fire Zone l..4A-l. As can be seen
from Table Q10.65-3, this fire zone is not one of
the zones whe:e a simultaneous loss of the .otor
driven AFW pumip and a spurious operation of one

Q10.65-5
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of these valves is postulated. However, it is only
accessible through Fire Zone 11.4-0. For fires
in other zones, the valves will be immediately acces-
sible for manual operatibn. For Fire Zone 11.4-0,
credit is taken for opening of these valves upon
loss of instrument air, since these valves are air-
operated and they fail to the open position on loss
of air. Refer to the discussion under item a for
valves lAF004A/B for more details.

Valve ISX101A is the cooling water valve to the
motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump, and it is
located in the general area on Elevaticn 383 feet
0 inch, Fire Zone 11.4-0. As can be seen from Table
Q10.65-3, this is also one of the zones which causes
loss of the Train B auxiliary feedwater pump, and
the Train B essential service water pump. This
is acceptable however, for the following reason.
As described in Appendix R deviation A.18 (Fire
Protection Report Appendix A5.8), a remote start
switch hcs beeni added for the Train B AF;I pump to
allow a remote start of the pump following a fire
in Fire Zone 11.4-0. Furthermore, the Train B AFW
pump diesel engine is provided with an engine-driven
cooling water booster pump (ISX04P). This pump
will provide adequate essential service water cooling
flow to the diesel engine and all of its auxiliaries,
so that loss of both essential service water pumps
would not prevent operation of the diesel driven
AFW pump. Refer to FSAR Subsection 10.4.9.2.1 ad
to FSAR Figure 9.2-2, sheet 6 of 11. Thus, spurious
operation of valve 1SX101A and coincident loss of
the Train B AFW and ESW pumps for the fire zones
listed can be mitigated by manually remote starting
the Tcain B AFW pump with the new remote start switch.
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